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NOW IT'S AS EASY AS
A B C...+D
TO COMPLETE YOUR BACK VOLUME COLLECTIONS

ALFRED JAEGGER, INC.
www.ajaeger.com
Int'l Periodical - Back Volume Specialists
For Over 40 Years

A - Appraisals for tax and insurance purposes
B - Back volumes - Over 45,000 titles in inventory
C - Collection Development Specialists
   Comprehensive (Our inventory + publishers + vendors)
+D - Document Delivery - The final step for
   back volume completion

Alfred Jaeger, Inc.
66 Austin Blvd.
P.O. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
Phone (631) 543-1500
Fax (631) 543-1537
E-Mail: jaeger@ajaeger.com
The time has come to encourage cooler heads to prevail. As dot.com's have become not.com's and the world of digital content is suddenly "Hot!" — there's a relentless pursuit of the "new".

At Blackwell's we're embracing the world of digital content acquisition and management just as we have every significant technological advance in library science. We're delivering new, integrated solutions that enhance the growing workflow in academic libraries.

When you are looking for optimum ways to build and manage all of your collections, from out-of-print volumes to eBooks, Blackwell's continues to be your most trusted source.

Academic libraries and librarians are our priority. That was true more than 100 years ago and it's true now. Let's keep talking...


www.blackwell.com
1.800.547.6426

BLACKWELL'S
BOOK SERVICES
Head and Shoulders Above the Rest

Bowker's search interface is friendlier than most.

booksinprint.com™
The world's most accurate, comprehensive, unbiased bibliographic database
- Over 4 million in print, forthcoming, audio, video and out of print titles
- Superior search capabilities & multiple search modes
- Bowker's Books to Holdings™ - search your library's 239.50 compliant catalog directory from the site
- Stock availability from over 20 top vendors including Baker & Taylor and Ingram Book Company
- Easy print, e-mail & download capabilities, including vendor specific download formats
- Over 175,000 books on demand and e-books
- Daily updates

ulrichsweb.com™
Comprehensive and authoritative information on nearly 250,000 serials from more than 200 countries
- Weekly updates
- New functionality, including download capability
- New Indexes, including language, publisher city, & cessation date
- Links to JCR® Web (Impact Factors-ISI®)
- Hotlinks to 67,000 URLs and 67,500 e-mail addresses
- Over 21,000 refereed serials flagged
- More than 67,000 titles noted as indexed by some 600 A&I services
- Over 8,950 reviews from Magazines for Libraries, Library Journal, Mr. Magazine™, & independent reviewers
- Loads of complimentary resources, including Ulrich's Update™
- Coming Soon: Links to TOCs & full text

globalbooksinprint.com™
The leading international bibliographic database now on the Web
- User-friendly interface
- Features over 5 million English titles from the U.S., U.K., & Canada
- Titles from Australia, New Zealand, & other international titles coming later in 2001
- Advanced search versatility with over 40 criteria
- Children's Room, Forthcoming Book Room & Fiction Room allows for more specific searching
- Access to information on over 200,000 publishers, distributors & wholesalers worldwide
- Daily updates

literarymarketplace.com™
Now you have instant access to everyone and everything in the world of publishing
- Weekly updates
- Find publishers, and agents anywhere in the U.S., Canada and 180 other countries
- Download personnel, address and e-mail information to create contact files and mailing labels
- Search by job title using the New Job Title Indexes
- Hotlink directly to publishers' web sites
- Perform a Quick Search using a phrase, word, or part of a word
- Access book trade associations, literary agents, advertising agencies, distributors, events calendar, courses, and more

Come visit us at ALA, booth #2823.
Call 1-888-BOWKER2 (269-5372) for more information.
David spent winter term in New Mexico cataloging Anasazi potsherds.

To research the culture that made them, he turned to his college library.

They had several new titles. He checked one out as an eBook.
The usefulness of the collections that reside within a library grows exponentially the easier it is for students or faculty to access those collections. netLibrary eBook collections are available to your library users anywhere they can get online—from a dorm room, a remote campus, or even a thousand miles away. And, since eBook MARC records integrate with your OPAC, users find them easily. Discover more at www.academic.netLibrary.com or 800-413-4557.
Discover ingenta library services • ingenta is now three world-class systems in one. The new ingenta service offers the most comprehensive collection management and document delivery tools available • all from a single point. Experience the power of ingenta: online library services that offer control and patron satisfaction.

- Full text access to 4,500 e-journals from 160 publishers
- Secure, subsidized unmediated ordering
- Deposit accounts or credit card
- Comprehensive usage reports
- Revealing Research Alerts

Experience ingenta: www.ingenta.com
March 10, 2000. Esteemed faculty member throws tantrum over missing volume.


Whether the books on your want list are rare, out-of-print, or out-of-stock, Alibris is the easiest way to find them. We accept POs and credit cards, and your satisfaction is guaranteed or your money back.

Books you thought you’d never find.
Change, Hi-Tech, Speed, Compete, Ahead, Data, Fast, New, Time, Future, Trust...

Swets Blackwell takes these as words to live by.
We are launching our new web-enabled subscription service at two upcoming conferences. Visit our booths to see where we’re heading, and where we can take you.

Special Library Association Annual Conference
San Antonio, Texas on June 11
Swets Blackwell booth # 333

American Library Association Annual Conference
San Francisco, California on June 16
Swets Blackwell booth # 3339

Visit us at www.swetsblackwell.com

For further information please contact:

Swets Blackwell
22 Cortlandt Street • New York, NY 10007-3107
T: 800-221-3306 • F: 212-233-0746
160 Ninth Avenue, P.O. Box 1459 • Rutherford, NJ 08070
T: 800-645-6595 • F: 856-312-2000
More than a century in the making.

Less than a minute to behold.

PsycINFO®, the comprehensive electronic resource from the American Psychological Association. Covering more than 1,600 scholarly journals and 1.7 million abstracts in the social and behavioral sciences, from 1887 to today. Unmatched in its depth. Unequalled in its breadth. The premier bibliographic database for exploring psychology and its wider applications to business, medicine, law, education, family and more.

Now, take research to the next level of understanding with PsycARTICLES™ offering immediate electronic access to the full text of journal articles published by APA and allied organizations. Precision searches. Authoritative results. PsycINFO and PsycARTICLES. Available directly from APA or through leading database vendors. Where a world of research comes clearly into view.

For a FREE 30-DAY TRIAL of PsycINFO and PsycARTICLES, or for more information, call 800-374-2722 or 202-336-5650, E-mail psyinfo@apa.org, or visit www.apa.org/psycinfo.
What if 150 years of The New York Times could be delivered to you instantly?

It can. Introducing 150 years of The New York Times. Available through ProQuest Historical Newspapers™. It’s part of our Digital Vault Initiative™: an incredible effort to place 500 years of history online. We’re digitizing every edition of The New York Times cover to cover—including photos, graphics, and advertisements—reaching as far back as 1851. And you can search by everything from subject to title to author to date. This groundbreaking database allows you to view history in context, as it happened, through the eyes of those who lived it. The New York Times and ProQuest. Together, we’re making history. www.infolearning.com.
Uncompromising Leadership
It all starts where information is King

booksinprint.com™

With over 4 million records and 130 years of literary expertise, Bowker has a depth and breadth of coverage that's unrivaled in the book industry. A tradition of excellence stands behind us, as we continue to forge ahead into new areas with our powerful database, booksinprint.com.

We feature both Children's and Forthcoming Book Rooms. We offer a never-before-available browseable and searchable PAD database that alone lists over 165,000 publishers, imprints, distributors and wholesalers. Z39.50 compliant Bowker to Holdings allows librarians and patrons to search and download information into a variety of automation systems without worry; proprietary information can be password protected.

Now, we're adding textbook sources and Tables of Contents for thousands of books. Down the road, look for Comparison Shopping—a feature that will tell you where you can buy any book for the lowest price available. Coming later—e-booksinprint.com—a free site that will feature over 175,000 books on demand and e-book titles.

We're leading the industry with continual updates, constant enhancements, and a commitment to uncompromising excellence.

Give us a try and get the results you need!
Call 1-888-BOWKER2 (269-5372) for more information.
Faxon wrote the book on great service, but our fully integrated kLibrary online system is truly novel!

At Faxon Library Services from RoweCom, great service comes in many forms. From an expert client service staff, always responsive to your library's needs, to a premium array of web-based services helping thousands of library professionals like you manage their collections with increased efficiency, our commitment to service is evident in all that we do.

Now, we are pleased to announce some innovative enhancements to kLibrary - the industry's top-rated subscription ordering and management system - that provide you with a total one-stop solution for all your information management and access needs.

kLibrary now offers:

- Easy access to back issues, right from the kLibrary interface
- A quick link to e-journal licensing and registration information, directly from the title screen
- Customized, local URLs on your order screen let you link to information that is vital to your organization

These exciting new enhancements are now available along with a wealth of bibliographic information and all the great functionality that you've already enjoyed through kLibrary.

Now, how's that for expert service?

Visit us at Booth #2521 at ALA in San Francisco for a personal demonstration of kLibrary.

To learn more, call, write or visit us online.
1-800-766-0039 • sales@faxon.com • www.faxon.com
Absolute Backorder Service, Inc. is bigger – and better!

With our continued growth and additional resources, Absolute has moved to a new office/warehouse facility as of April 2, 2001.

**OUR NEW LOCATION IS:**

475 Washington Street  
Wrentham, MA 02093  
Tel# (508) 384-0122  
Fax# (508) 384-0097  
email: jaeger@absolute-inc.com  
www.absolute-inc.com

Our increase in staff means your library will receive even faster customer service.

Our larger warehouse enables us to offer more titles in our online inventory!

*East Coast Exchange*, now with over seventy members, is the best solution to disposing of unwanted material. It also allows you to acquire missing issues and volumes at cost-effective prices.

We will continue to give you outstanding service for all your library’s serial requests.

*Find out why libraries around the world are turning to Absolute.*
The Ultimate Online INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Resource!

Do your patrons or staff wish they had the latest technological development information and data at their fingertips? Do they need around-the-clock access to a comprehensive collection of focused IT journals, magazines and conferences? If so, then your institution needs a subscription to the ACM Digital Library!

The ACM Digital Library includes:

- Over 20 ACM publications and archives
- 15 years of conference proceedings
- Advanced searching capabilities
- Over 50,000 bibliographic citations
- 700,000+ pages of downloadable text

AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE


*Limited to one per institution/organization

www.acm.org/membership/library

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT:
ACM Member Services
e-mail: acmhelp@acm.org
phone: +1-212-626-0500
fax: +1-212-944-1318

CORPORATIONS & CONSORTIA, PLEASE CONTACT:
DL Coordinator
e-mail: dl-info@acm.org
phone: +1-212-626-0518
fax: +1-212-944-1318

www.acm.org/dl
...when you add
an IEEE Conference
Proceedings Order Plan (POP)
Online to Your ASPP
Journal Subscription

IEEE Conference Proceedings

IEEE Conference Proceedings are recognized by industry as the most vital collection of published papers in electrical engineering and computer science. IEEE Conference Proceedings Order Plans Online (POP and POP All) make it easier than ever for institutions to have desktop access to this cutting-edge research.

Get 25% Off!
Beginning 15 April, you can add a 2001 IEEE POP Online or POP All Online subscription at 25% off the proceedings package price.

Who Qualifies
2001 subscribers to the IEEE All-Society Periodicals Package (ASPP) who are adding a new 2001 subscription to IEEE POP Online or POP All Online.

Getting Started
To order POP Online or to arrange a free trial, contact the subscription agent that placed your ASPP subscription or contact IEEE directly at poponline@ieee.org
Every month, we receive thousands of books. Billie Jo knows where each one goes.

EMERY-PRATT MAKES SURE YOUR ORDER IS COMPLETE AND THE BOOKS ARE SPECIALLY PREPARED THE WAY YOU'VE REQUESTED.

Over the past 16 years, Billie Jo has worked in almost every department at Emery-Pratt. She currently supervises our receiving department. That's where all the books are sorted and prepared to fill customer orders. It's also where many of our specialty services take place. You see, we help our library customers by preparing their books to be “shelf-ready” before we ship them out. That includes paperback binding and reinforcement, bar coding, cataloging, theft detection devices and more. It's just another way we try to make things a little easier for the libraries we work with.

Ask about our specialty services for your next order. Billie Jo will make sure it happens.

Emery-Pratt

Book Distributors since 1873
1966 W. Main St., Owosso, MI 48867-1397
Phone (toll-free) 1-800-248-3887
Fax (toll-free) 1-800-521-6379
E-mail: mail@emery-pratt.com
Internet: www.emery-pratt.com

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE TO SEARCH FOR BOOKS, PLACE ORDERS, AND MUCH MORE.

THE NICEST PEOPLE IN THE BOOK BUSINESS
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants
Buchanan • Gruissem • Jones

In 24 structured chapters (over 1,400 pages and more than 1,100 original drawings plus 500 photographs), Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants provides a boldly contemporary review of its subject, including molecular biology, cell biology, and plant physiology, integrated around the themes of compartmentation, cell reproduction, energetics, metabolism, and development. The CD-ROM of the illustrations increases its utility for teaching.

Published by the American Society of Plant Biologists (formerly the American Society of Plant Physiologists), this major text is the result of years of planning and meticulous development and editing from the top tier of plant biologists working around the world. It is an essential addition to your library and to the available resources for teaching a complex and dynamic subject.

Ordering Information
Order on the Web at aspp.org/biotext
- by phone at (800) 447-3143 or (301) 374-9730
- by fax at (301) 843-0159
- by e-mail at aspp@tasco1.com
- by mail with check or purchase order to:
  ASPB, P.O. Box 753, Waldorf, MD 20604-0753
Prices do not include shipping & handling.
Contact ASPB at the phone numbers or e-mail address above for information.

Hardbound: BIOTXT-01
(ISBN: 0-943088-37-2, $119.95 ASPB members; $149.95 libraries and nonmembers)

Softbound: BIOTXT-02
(ISBN: 0-943088-39-9, $89.95 ASPB members and students; $99.95 nonmembers)

CD-ROM: BIOTXT-CD
(ISBN: 0-943088-40-2, $29.95; free with book orders of at least five copies)

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants—a major publishing event for and from the community of plant biologists
Axiom®

Number 1 in a Comparative Review of INSPEC®

Published in “The Charleston Advisor”, October 2000
At a Glance Comparative Review Score

- Electronic access to all of the information needed to publish the various sections of Science Abstracts, while also establishing a body of information that could be used for future electronic retrieval. It was decided that 10 fields would be included in each electronic record. These fields included the document title, author and affiliation, bibliographic description, date, language (if not English), con-

- and is growing at the rate of 300,000 records each year.

The same page adds,

Although INSPEC provides a comprehensive index to the literature in physics, electrical/electronic engineering, computing, control engineering and information technology, it also has significant coverage in areas such as materials science, oceanogra-

---

“At a Glance” Comparative Review Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Axiom</th>
<th>New FirstSearch</th>
<th>OVID</th>
<th>ProQuest</th>
<th>SilverPlatter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composite:</td>
<td>★★★★☆ 1/8</td>
<td>★★ 3/4</td>
<td>★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★ 3/4</td>
<td>★★★ 3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content:</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searchability/</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★☆☆</td>
<td>★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface:</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★☆☆</td>
<td>★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Added Features:</td>
<td>★★★★☆ 1/2</td>
<td>★★☆☆</td>
<td>★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing Options:</td>
<td>★★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
<td>★★★☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
<td>★★★☆☆</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Axiom – The research service for science and engineering featuring INSPEC®, EI Compendex®, and Derwent World Patents Index®

axiom.iop.org
Crash through information barriers, cut through time zones, eliminate paper work – right from your own computer – with ANYTIME ACCESS to your order status.

The current order information available to us on our computer network is now available to you through:

thebookhouse.com

Virtually any order action can be made online – inquiries, claims, cancellations, order verification – right at your fingertips – ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT.

• now with “view only” options
• including standing orders with recent shipment history

Contact us today for ANYTIME ACCESS to all of your Book House, Inc. firm and standing orders.

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.
are you ready...

NewGOBI
it's GOBI...and more!

GOBI set the standard for the 20th century. NewGOBI will set the standard for the 21st.
THE FORMULA FOR ACQUIRING BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASES IS SIMPLE...

REASONABLE SUBSCRIPTION RATES

LOWEST COST PER SEARCH

UNLIMITED SITE-WIDE USAGE

NAME ANYTHING YOU’RE LOOKING FOR FROM A RESEARCH DATABASE AND YOU’LL FIND IT IN THE INTERNET DATABASE SERVICE FROM CSA...

Interactive features including:
- Fulltext linking
- Link to holdings
- Thesaurus searching
- Saved search histories
- Search alerts
- Unlimited site-wide usage
- Usage reports
- Multi-lingual interfaces
...and much much more!

Top research databases in:
- Aerospace
- Aquatic sciences and oceanography
- Arts and humanities
- Biological and medical sciences
- Computer sciences
- Earth and environmental sciences
- Engineering
- High technology
- Materials science
- Sociology and social sciences

WWW.CSA.COM
E-mail SALES@CSA.COM for complimentary access

Cambridge Scientific Abstracts
7200 Wisconsin Avenue | Tel: +1 301-961-6700 | E-Mail: sales@csa.com
Bethesda, Maryland 20814 USA | Fax: +1 301-961-6720 | www.csacom
On-Line Ordering
Rush Service
Firm Orders
Standing Orders

1-207-774-0331  •  Fax: 1-800-214-3895  •  1-800-937-0331

ebc.com
Encyclopedia of Physical Science and Technology, 3e
18 VOLUME SET PLUS INDEX
Robert Meyers

"I expect it to become a standard in every library attempting to represent broadly the fields of science and technology."
—BILLY M. CONNER, Los Angeles Public Library

$2,900.00***/ISBN: 0-12-227410-5

Frontiers of Life
FOUR-VOLUME SET
Renato Dulbecco, David Baltimore, Francois Jacob, Rita Levi-Montalcini

Frontiers of Life addresses fields of biology in terms of their frontiers—that is, the areas that will demand the most work in this new century.

$1,350.00***/ISBN: 0-12-077340-6

Interpreting Infrared, Raman, and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra
TWO-VOLUME SET
Richard Nyquist

This reference provides analysis with information that enables them to acquire the maximum amount of information when sampling molecular vibrations via IR and Raman spectroscopy.

$495.00***/ISBN: 0-12-523475-9

Encyclopedia of Women and Gender
Sex Similarities and Differences and the Impact of Society on Gender
TWO-VOLUME SET
Judith Worrell

"The Encyclopedia of Women and Gender is an invaluable and much needed compilation of important gender research. It contains interesting, lucid, first-rate presentations by cutting-edge scientists that should be useful to many audiences."
—PHYLLIS A. KATZ, Ph.D., Director, Institute for Research on Social Problems/Founders, Sex Roles: A Journal of Research

$300.00***/ISBN: 0-12-227245-5

Silicon-Based Materials and Devices
Harri Nalwa

This book covers a broad spectrum of the silicon-based materials and their device applications.

$475.00***/ISBN: 0-12-513909-8

Encyclopedia of Vibration
THREE-VOLUME SET WITH ONLINE VERSION
Simon Brown, David Ewins, Singiresu Rao

The Encyclopedia of Vibration is the first resource to cover this field so comprehensively.

$945.00***/ISBN: 0-12-227085-1

IDEAL ReferenceWorks
Encyclopedia of Ocean Sciences
SIX-VOLUME SET WITH ONLINE VERSION
John Steele, Steve Thorpe, Karl Turley

The Encyclopedia of Ocean Sciences is the most current, authoritative, and comprehensive resource on the science of the oceans.

$1,199.00***/ISBN: 0-12-227430-X

IDEAL ReferenceWorks
The most comprehensive source on genetics available!
Encyclopedia of Genetics
FOUR-VOLUME SET
Sydney Brenner, Jeffrey Miller

The Encyclopedia of Genetics is a comprehensive work covering the wide variety of disciplines that use genetic principles as a part of their scientific foundation.

$845.00***/ISBN: 0-12-227090-0

Order from Your Favorite Vendor

** Introductory prices valid until 3 months after month of publication.
Resources For Libraries

Rittenhouse regularly stocks titles from more than 300 medical and health sciences publishers. Our position in the health sciences publishing industry allows us to provide the latest products and to offer you competitive pricing. Seasonal specials and pre-publication pricing on selected titles are just two ways that we work to strengthen your buying power.

Electronic Services

www.rittenhouse.com Our site provides access to our full inventory database plus special sales information, links to related web sites, and email. Place orders 24/7!

OCLC® and Marcive® Seamless automated bibliographic control and support. PromptCat® from OCLC and bibliographic records from Marcive are all available with no added costs from Rittenhouse.

Rittenhouse Standard Services

- Approval plan, notification slip and standing order services in addition to standard firm orders.
- Shipping, order processing and consolidation to meet customer needs.
- Complimentary Brandon/Hill Medica, Nursing, and Allied Health reprints and monthly update service.
- OCLC PromptCat® and Marcive® cards and bibliographic services.
- The Rittenhouse Quarterly Report features subject listings of recently published and forthcoming titles, special offers and discounts, and selected title highlights.
- Annual cost analyses and regular reporting on the health sciences industry and account status.
- Web access to Rittenhouse's full database and on-line ordering from our warehouse stock of more than 50,000 titles.
- Free shipping on non-rush orders via UPS ground service within the continental U.S.
ACS Publications is #1 in total citations in more than half its ISI® subject categories.

The Most Cited Journals in Chemistry

When you choose journals from the American Chemical Society, you’re choosing the highest quality and value publications in chemistry and related fields.

ACS journals are repeatedly ranked as the top-rated journals in total citations by the *ISI*® *Journal Citation Reports*® in such chemistry categories as Analytical Chemistry; Applied Chemistry; Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry; Medicinal Chemistry; Organic Chemistry; and—naturally—Chemistry.

In addition, ACS journals are the most cited journals in Agriculture; Education, Scientific Disciplines; Environmental Engineering; Environmental Sciences; Food Science & Technology; and Polymer Science—and highly ranked in Biochemistry, Chemical Engineering, Materials Science, Physical Chemistry and Toxicology.

APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS ONLINE DATABASE

Editor: Arthur W. Leissa, Ohio State University

NOW WITH INSTANT E-MAIL NOTIFICATION OF NEW ONLINE ABSTRACTS

Applied Mechanics Reviews Online now notifies you when new abstracts are placed in the Online Database each month. AMR Online institutional subscribers also receive instant IP recognition for faster online connection with no extra keystrokes.

MORE ABOUT THE AMR ONLINE DATABASE

- Over 1,800 abstracts added to the online database monthly
- Electronic search capability of abstracts from more than 475 international journals - updated monthly
- Search the full archive of bibliographic citations dating back to 1989
- All abstracts classified by research area with extensive cross-indexing
- Authors' complete addresses are included
- Publisher information for all journals is provided

MORE ABOUT APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS

- Journal now bi-monthly
- Double the number of review articles, book reviews and book notes
- New cover design

ACCESS TO THE AMR ONLINE DATABASE AVAILABLE ONLY TO APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS SUBSCRIBERS!

Subscribe Now!

One year AMR subscription
ISSN: 0003-6900
Domestic: $684
International Air Service: $813

Website: www.asme.org/pubs/amr
Phone:
U.S. and Canada: 800-843-2763
Mexico: 95-800-843-2763
Outside No. America: 973-882-1167
Fax: 973-882-1717
Email: info-central@asme.org
Mail: ASME, 22 Law Drive, Box 2900,
    Fairfield, NJ 07007-2900
e-journals

Managing your collection can be a puzzling task …

books

print subscriptions

EBSCO is bringing the pieces together.

• **Subscription management** solutions for organizations worldwide from 32 offices in 21 countries.

• **Full text databases** with comprehensive collections of academic, biomedical, business and general interest titles through the EBSCOhost® interface, and EBSCO SmartLinks™ from article citations to full text.

• **Electronic journals** via EBSCO Online®, a sophisticated interface for accessing and searching online journals, now with alerting capabilities and pay-per-view article purchasing.

• **Online book ordering** through EBSCO Book Services, coupling a simple interface with invoicing and reporting options that make managing book procurement easier.

EBSCO Information Services … bringing together the pieces of your information collection.
COMING SEPTEMBER 2001

eM

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MATERIALS:
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

An unrivaled reference-base of knowledge
and gateway to further research

Editors-in-Chief
K.H.J. Buschow, University of Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, Robert W. Cahn, University of
Cambridge, UK, Merton C. Flemings, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA,
Bernhard I1schner, Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland, Edward J. Kramer,
University of California, Santa Barbara, USA and
Subhash Mahajan, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ,
USA

The encyclopedia is an authoritative reference source for the increasingly broad and multidisciplinary field of materials. Coverage includes the following materials:

- Amorphous materials
- Building materials
- Ceramics
- Metals and metallurgy
- Optical and opto-electronic materials
- Polymers

ISBN: 0-08-043152-6
List price: $6,875 | Pre-publication price: $4,795 (A 30% savings through September 30, 2001.)

Every article in the Encyclopedia has been commissioned and written by an internationally recognized expert and provides a concise overview of a particular aspect of the field including application, characterization, fatigue, plasticity and elasticity, processing and testing.

For more details, please visit our website.
www.elsevier.com/locate/emsat

In Print:
- 11 volumes
- 10,000 pages
- 1,750 articles
- 5,000 illustrations, including color

Electronically:
- 3 years access to the web version
- Regular web updates

Contact the Regional Sales Office or your vendor

Elsevier Science, Regional Sales Office
655 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10010-5107
Tel: 212-633-3730 (Toll free for customers in the USA and
Canada: 888-437-4636) • Fax: 212-633-3680
E-mail: usinfo-f@elsevier.com
We lead the field.

Thomas Edison. Alexander Graham Bell. Nikola Tesla. IEEE members all. Our members were visionaries in technology, and still are. Libraries and IEEE, leaders in technical knowledge.

IEEE
Networking the World

www.ieee.org

Photo: U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Edison National Historic Site
FREE Online Publications Offer a Wealth of Valuable Information

Below you'll find URLs of AIP, APS and ASA sites, which, together, form a valuable and convenient resource for your patrons.

- The Industrial Physicist
  www.tipmagazine.com
- Virtual Journal of Nanoscale Science and Technology
  www.vjnano.org
- Virtual Journal of Biological Physics Research
  www.vjbio.org
- Physical Review Focus
  http://focus.aps.org/
- Physical Review Special Topics – Accelerators and Beams
  http://prst-ab.aps.org
- Acoustics Research Letters Online
  http://ojps.aip.org/ARLO/main.html

Access Ten Years of AIP Journals Online

AIP has created six additional years of digital archives for all of our core journals, extending our online backfiles to 1991. This project adds nearly 50,000 articles — more than doubling the number previously available online. Institutional customers have the option to subscribe to the expanded archive of each journal for an additional $50. For The Journal of Chemical Physics and Journal of Applied Physics, the additional charge is $75.

AIP & APS Launch Online Journal Statistics Service

AIP and the American Physical Society have launched the Online Journal Statistics Service for library administrators. Librarians at institutions with online access may use the service at their convenience to view usage reports for the AIP and APS online journals to which they subscribe. Reports for each journal include the number of downloads of full-text articles, tables of contents, abstracts, and journal home pages. The reports will also provide the number of individual searches performed.

AIP — committed to preserving a permanent online archive

AIP is dedicated to maintaining an online archive and making it accessible to subscribers. With AIP onsite and off-site archives and year-end user-mountable CD-ROMs, you’re assured permanent access to AIP’s online journal content. You can view AIP’s complete archive policy statement on the web at www.aip.org/journals/archive/.

Questions?

Give us a call at 516-576-2411 or e-mail mktg@aip.org.

www.aip.org
Dig This!

The first part of the *Encyclopedia of Archaeology* covered the scholars, scientists, and innovators who have made archaeology such a dynamic and distinctive field. Now, the much anticipated Part II, *History and Discoveries*, invites you along on the excavations, describes the importance of discoveries, and explains the tools and techniques.

Praise for Part I, *The Great Archaeologists*:

“For all libraries.”  *Library Journal*, April 15, 2000

“A useful contribution to the history of archaeology . . .”  *CHOICE*, May 1, 2000

“…a promising start on this projected set, as well as a reference that will stand on its own . . .”  *Against the Grain*, February 1, 2000

“…an invaluable addition to collections with an interest in archaeology or anthropology . . .”  *Booklist*, January 15, 2000

**Encyclopedia of Archaeology, Part II**

*History and Discoveries*

**Three Volumes**

**Print:**  June 2001  ca. 1,500 pp.  
Item No. AD-ENARCC 7x10  $275.00 (set)

**eBook:**  June 2001  Item No. AD-ENARCV  

**Both:**  Item No. AD-ENARCB  $440.00  SAVE!

Order Now and Receive 20% Off the Entire Set*

*Offer valid through August 31, 2001

call: 1-800-368-6868  
e-mail: sales@abc-clio.com

**Encyclopedia of Archaeology, Part I**

*The Great Archaeologists*

**Two Volumes**

**Print:**  1999  960 pp.  
Item No. AD-BIOARC 7x10  $150.00 (set)

**eBook:**  April 2001  Item No. AD-BIOAPV  

**Both:**  Item No. AD-BIOARB  $240.00  SAVE!
Supreme Court Cases on Gender and Sexual Equality, 1787–2001
Christopher Anzalone, Ed.
640 pages • Summer 2001
0-7656-0683-6 HC $125.00

Supreme Court Cases on Political Representation, 1787–2001
Christopher Anzalone, Ed.
720 pages • Fall 2001
0-7656-0710-7 HC $134.95

Dictionary of the Political Thought of the People’s Republic of China
Henry Yuhuai He
736 pages • 2001 • An East Gate Book
0-7656-0569-4 HC $124.95

Twentieth Century China
An Annotated Bibliography of Reference Works in Chinese, Japanese, and Western Languages
Two-Volume Set
James H. Cole
1,500 pages • 2 vols. • Fall 2001
An East Gate Book
0-7656-0395-6 HC $225.00

The Vietnamese War
Revolution and Social Change in the Mekong Delta
Two-Volume Set
David Elliott
1,200 pages • 2 vols. • Fall 2001
An East Gate Book
0-7656-0602-X HC $140.00

A Reference Guide to Latin American History
James D. Henderson, Helen Delpar, Maurice P. Brungardt, and Richard Weldon
632 pages • 2000
1-56324-744-3 HC $165.00

A Financial History of the United States
Three-Volume Set
Jerry W. Markham
1,336 pages • 3 vols. • Fall 2001
0-7656-0730-1 HC $349.00
Pre-pub price: $299.00 expires 1/20/01

The Republics and Regions of the Russian Federation
A Guide to Politics, Policies, and Leaders
Robert W. Orthung, Ed.
690 pages • 2000
0-7656-0559-7 HC $225.00

The Fiscal Structure of the Russian Federation
Financial Flows Between the Center and the Regions
278 pages • 2001
0-7656-0713-1 HC $125.00

Political Parties of Eastern Europe
A Guide to Politics in the Post-Communist Era
Janusz Bugajski
736 pages • Winter 2001
1-56324-676-7 HC $199.95

The Annotated Bibliography of Works about Sir Winston Churchill
Richard M. Langworth and Curt Zoller, Eds.
384 pages • Fall 2001
0-7656-0734-4 HC $75.00

Journals Now Available Online

Journal of Management Information Systems
ISSN 0742-222
Online beginning with Volume 17, Summer 2000
Frequency per year: 4
2001 • Volume 18
(Summer 2001–Spring 2002)
Subscription rates: US: $429 • Foreign: $485

International Journal of Electronic Commerce
ISSN 1086-4415
Online beginning with Volume 5, Fall 2000
Frequency per year: 4
2001 • Volume 6
(Fall 2001–Summer 2002)
Subscription rates: US: $375 • Foreign: $415

Challenge
The Magazine of Economic Affairs
ISSN 0077-5132
Online beginning with Volume 44, January/February 2001
Frequency per year: 6
(Jan/Feb–Nov/Dec 2001)
Subscription rates: US: $172 • Foreign: $260

Eastern European Economics
A Journal of Translations
ISSN 0012-8755
Online beginning with Volume 39, January/February 2001
Frequency per year: 6
(Jan/Feb–Nov/Dec 2001)
Subscription rates: US: $947 • Foreign: $1,060

Problems of Economic Transition
A Journal of Translations from Russian
ISSN 1061-1991
Online beginning with Volume 44, May 2001
Frequency per year: 12
(May 2001–April 2002)
Subscription rates: US: $1,093 • Foreign: $1,220

Subscription rates include free online access for institutions subscribing to the print edition. These journals are available online via CatchWord. For more information, visit our website at: www.mesharpe.com or CatchWord at www.CatchWord.com

Please send me a FREE IEBM information pack

☐ I would like to purchase the printed volumes of IEBM, 2/6 1-86152-656-3 $1499.00 (pre-pub offer until September 1st 2001 - normal price $1899.00)

☐ I would like to order the online version of IEBM, 1-86152-656-3 $1899.00

☐ I would like to order the combined print/online version $2089.00
(pre-pub offer until September 1st 2001 - normal price $2100.00)

METHOD OF PAYMENT

☐ I enclose a check made payable to Thomson Learning for $ .............................................

☐ Please send me a pro-forma invoice

☐ Please charge $.................. to my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Chex Club account (delete as appropriate)

Card No.: .................................................................................................................................

Exp. Date: ................ Signature: ........................................................................................

If address and name on your credit card differ from the delivery address, please state 

Send your order to: Marilyn Dye, International Customer Services, Thomson Learning Distribution Centre, 7625 Empire Drive

Florence, Kentucky 41042, USA. Fax: 859 647 5983 Email: marilyn.dye@kd.com

ACRAIN0001
Plenum Titles Now Online!
Over 700 Titles Available in 2001!

FEATURES:
- Access by IP numbers: no IDs or passwords required
- Powerful Boolean search capabilities
- Cross-Ref: Article citations electronically linked to referenced material
- Access directly through Kluwer, or your regular subscription agent
- No bundling requirements: Take electronic access to only the journals you want
- Single-site, Multi-site, Global, or Consortial licenses available
- Brand new interface in 2001, including article flagging (easier navigation to accessible content)

CONTENT:
- Subject areas include:
  - Agricultural, Biological and Environmental Sciences
  - Business and Economics
  - Computer Science and Electrical Engineering
  - Engineering
  - Humanities and Social Sciences
  - Medicine/Health Sciences
  - Natural/Physical Sciences

http://www.kluweronline.nl

Over 700 Titles Available In 2001!

Americas
Kluwer Academic Publishers
101 Philip Drive
Assinippi Park
Norwell, MA 02061A
Tel: (781) 681-0501
Fax: (781) 671-6528
e-mail: adam.chesler@wkap.com

Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia
Kluwer Academic Publishers
Spuiboulevard 50
3311 GR Dordrecht
The Netherlands
Email: kluweronline@wkap.nl

Kluwer academic publishers
MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE

from Gutenberg to McLuhan,
Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure "black hole,"
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money's worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest's many years of service to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books. Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:

- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for  ■ Firm Orders ■ Standing Orders
■ Approval Programs ■ Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service

11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 ■ USA
800-325-8833 ■ 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009